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Comments I object to this application for a number of reasons, 1. Suitability for the area, this proposal is massive
in comparison to the surrounding area, there are no other structures in any way similar in size. 2. The
surrounding area is predominantly residential housing and there are more and more being built all the
time, this area was supposed to be set aside for housing but building this massive polluting structure
will seriously diminish the housing in the area along with the new proposed housing. 3. An area of
mainly residential housing should not be an area where this type of facility is located, the village of
Yapton is already expanding hugely to accommodate demands for new housing to add this waste
facility to the area will remove any last vestiges of it being a rural village. 4. The effects on the health
of the population of this area will be massive, the south coast and it's wonderful beaches and tourist
area will be seriously undermined by such a facility and the fumes and odours will impact very badly on
the local population and on the visitor numbers effecting the local community in health and wealth. 5.
Environmentally having a massive waste incinerator so close to areas of outstanding national beauty
such as the south coast beaches and the South Downs is unforgivable, there will be a massive increase
in traffic and harmful fumes and a huge impact on the air quality. 6. Locating an incinerator with an
85m tower visible for miles around, spoiling the view from the Downs out to sea and from the beaches
is so counter productive, in an age when we are trying to preserve our beautiful sights and to turn to
greener and safer ways to dispose of waste we should not be building an incinerator of this size at all
let alone in such a rural and beautiful area.
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